GREAT TO WORK OUTSIDE

WORK WHERE YOU PLAY

HIKE and bike trails and kayak rivers in-town and out-back

ENJOY the Boise Greenbelt and urban park system

CAMP, hunt, fish and ride on public lands and national forests

EXPLORE wilderness areas and raptor habitat

WORK THAT INSPIRES

COLLABORATE with partners to sustain public land resources and values for future generations

PRACTICE restoration ecology and range management

PLAN for multiple use in a dynamic, urban setting

PRESERVE wild, free-roaming horse herds and match available animals with adopters

LIVE WHERE YOU WORK

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES offering undergraduate, graduate and continuing education

FULL-SERVICE HOSPITALS offering acute care and rehabilitation

WINE TASTING, markets and restaurants featuring local produce, meats and beverages
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MANAGE rangelands through wildfire restoration, sustainable livestock grazing and wildland firefighting

PLAN recreation for motorized trails, events and backcountry travel

PRESERVE wild, free-roaming horse herds
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CAMP, hunt, boat, fish or ride in the Owyhee Mountains

EXPLORE miles of motorized recreation trails and open-play areas at Hemingway Butte and Murphy

KAYAK the Owyhee Wild and Scenic River or hike in the wilderness areas of the Owyhee Canyonlands
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